The Elephant in the Room
Conversations Exhibition
has been installed at Powis
Castle to try to unpick and
open up complex discussions
relating to the migration of
peoples, ideas and objects.
The excellent volunteers at
the Castle have been very
much at the heart of this
exhibition; visitors have been
encouraged to engage in
conversation,ask questions
and PARTICIPATE,through
conversation cards in the
rooms that relate to the
contemporary art works
and the collection, as well as
through workshops and tours.

Visitor Response: Thought provoking, interesting, loved it.
Staﬀ Response:

It's been great, sometimes we are working in the background
a little bit… It's nice to articulate what we were trying to
achieve with the exhibition it's been really good working with
your group (participating artists) hope we can do it again!

Workshop
participant :

It's something diﬀerent, an art workshop where you can
interact and talk about what you have done, that's
really good I've never had this experience before.

The work of 16 Welsh and Border’s artists has been curated amongst
the Castle’s collections by Jill Impey, artist and a director of
Participate Contemporary Artspace CIC. Four of the artists; Miar Hughes,
Jill Impey, Wendy Riddick and Anita Wyatt, as well as artist group re:collect,
have created new artworks for this exhibition in response to the castle’s.
heritage collections.

Ed Catley ,Contemporary Portrait, woodcut, State Diningroom, contrasting
in process, scale and intent with traditional portraiture.

Antonio Farelli, Girl in a Fur Hat & LLoyd,
portraits in Oils, State Diningroom, considers the
fragility of youth.

Mair Hughes , Dark Niche Garland, photograph, Library, referencing the ‘Garland’
painting genre, and questioning iconography and bounty portrayed in 17th Centuary
painting.

House of the Reverential Surveyors, Hiraeth, installation with earth and
sound, Oak Drawing Room, considers the notion of ‘homeland’.

Anita Wyatt,Beasties
graphite drawing reproductions,
Clive, Gallery Bedroom
Dear Man, Dukes Room,
explors the use of costume
to mask , protect and empower.

Wendy Riddick,Crossing Boarders, Textile- Hand Stitched , Grand Stairs Landing,,
presents the stories of the silk and wool trade routs.

Jill Impey, beinghumanproject, Walsall ,ﬁlm, Billiard Room, exploring
culture and identity.

Matthew Wood, Servants Entrance, Painting , oils, recognises the impassive
beauty, and the patina of a history of human traﬃc in spaces often overlooked.

Feedback posted on the commentree, from some of the 14,000 visitors
Jill Impey, The Elephant in the Room, Sculptural seat, and beinghumanproject,
Shrewsbury, ﬁlm, Ballroom., embodying the idea of the things we don’t talk about during the 6 week exhibition.
such as relationships between empire, wealth, poverty and migration.

Jill Impey, Provenance, mixed media, outside the Billiard Room, Considering value and cultural appropriation,
an 18th Centaury Willow Pattern cow creamer, a traditional Chinese design assimilated into British Culture

Jill Impey, beinghumanproject, Walverhampton ,ﬁlm, Kitchen considers cultural inﬂuences for example
in the food we eat..

Hugh Sanders ,But and Then &
He did not know it was already behind him,
photo etchings, Cellars, making new meanings for
disgarded fragments of unknown histories.

re:collect, Cabinet of Curiosity , interactive Mixed Media, Servants Entrance

There are tiny spaces and secret places for visitors to discover the contemporary
artworks and artefacts hidden in drawers or playing on miniature screens inside.
The re:collect artists make artwork in response to the particular exhibition site,
at each venue the contents of the Cabinet changes, for Powis there are tigers claws,
embossed and printed textile patterns, birdsong and decorated baby elephants,
highlighting the patterns from around the world featured in the collection.

Mair Hughes , Skyscape Garland, digital collage, Clive Museum, inverting
the garland and relaing the idea of bounty to power.

Malcolm Hague, Painting of Aaliyah Green, oils.,Clive Museum, a portrait
of a young British Muslim woman, while referencing christian iconography.

The exhibition installed in the gallery at Participate Contemporary Artspace, with additional work bringing out the connection between Clive of India and
the town of Shrewsbury , November 2015.
The Gallery is housed in what was previously a supermarket, and benifits from a mixed audience, many of whom are not typical of art gallery visitors. This
post industrial, retail space also delivers the link between trade and migration, situated as it is in the regeneration area of the Riverside Shopping Center in
Shrewsbury, surrounded by cut price and charity shops, it could not contrast more with Powis Castle. It has offered an interesting platform for discussion
between visitors and the artists, Jill Impey , Wendy Riddick and re:collect artist Elizabeth Turner , resedent artists working in the studios beyond the
exhibition space, which has seen 30-150 visitors /day throughout November 2015.

